Many natural systems are organized as networks, in which the nodes (be they cells, individuals or web servers) interact in a time-dependent fashion. It has been hypothesized that there are two key conditions for optimal function in such networks: a well-balanced adjacency matrix and well-balanced connection strengths. The object of our study to relate connectivity to the temporal behavior of the network.
Introduction
A large body of literature over the past decade has been dedicated to the study of networks and their applications to understanding the organization and function of social, neural, biological systems. One of the particular points of interest has been the question of how the hardwired structure of the network (its underlying graph) affects its function, for example in the context of optimal information storage or transmission between nodes along time [1] . It has been hypothesized that there are two key conditions for optimal function in such networks: a well-balanced adjacency matrix (the underlying graph should appropriately combine robust features and random edges) and well-balanced connection strengths (driving optimal dynamics in the system). Understanding the effects of configuration on coupled dynamics is of great importance for a wide variety of applications.
To focus our ideas in a particular direction, one that the author had previously investigated, we place and interpret our results in the context of brain architecture and dynamics. The way in which various parts of the brain (from the micro-scale of neurons to the macro-scale of functional regions) are wired together is one of the great scientific challenges of the 21st century, currently being addressed by large-scale research collaborations, such as the Human Connectome Project [20] . Many recent studies have used a combination of dynamical systems and graph theoretical approaches to investigate general organizational principles of brain networks. With nodes and edges defined according to modality appropriate scales, empirical studies support certain generic topological properties of the human brain architecture, such as modularity, small-worldness, the presence of rich clubs and hubs, and other connectivity patterns.
Purely empirically-based analyses cannot, however, explain in and off themselves the mechanisms by which connectivity patterns may actually act to change the system's dynamics, and thus the observed behavior. Substantial research effort is being directed towards constructing an underlying network model that is tractable theoretically or numerically, and which could therefore be used in conjunction with the data towards interpreting the empirical results, and for making further predictions. To this aim, the theoretical dependence of dynamics on connectivity (e.g., in the context of stability and synchronization in networks of coupled neural populations) has been investigated both analytically and numerically, in a variety of contexts, from biophysical models [9] to simplified systems [19] . These analyses revealed a rich range of potential dynamic regimes and transitions [3] , shown to depend as much on the coupling parameters of the network as on the arrangement of the excitatory and inhibitory connections [9] . Understanding and teasing apart the different effects of these dependences is the central goal of this work. shown on the left; module Y is shown on the right; they are both fully-connected, local sub-graphs of the oriented graph corresponding to the whole network. The dotted red arrows represent the X − Y connections, and the dotted blue arrows represent the Y − X connections, all generated randomly for low connectivity densities of α = β = .25, to maintain clarity of the illustration. The synapses' types (+/−) and weights g xx , g xy , g yx , g yy are marked on the corresponding edges.
We will consider for our study a type of architecture already used in previous work: an oriented graph composed of two interconnected cliques (fully connected subgraphs), module X and module Y , so that all nodes {x k } k=1,N within X are mutually connected by "excitatory" edges with equal positive weights g xx , and all nodes {y k } k=1,N within Y are mutually connected by excitatory edges with positive weights g yy . The connectivity patterns from X-to-Y and Y -to-X can be described by two binary N × N blocks A = (A kp ) and B = (B kp ), representing which of the nodes in X are cross-connected to nodes in Y (with excitatory, positive weights g xy ) and conversely, which of the nodes in Y are connected to nodes in X (with inhibitory, negative weights g yx ). The choice for the graph structure was made in previous work as a very simple framework for studying the excitatory/inhibitory feedback interaction in a control system composed of two brain regions (in our case the amygdala and the prefrontal cortex), with the nodes representing hemodynamic oscillators. The set-up can be used, however, at other spacial and temporal scales, or for any bimodular network defining a similar feedback loop. One can easily adapt it to incorporate more than two modules, or can prune out the dense intra-modular connections to obtain more realistic conditions, while keeping it simple enough to address numerically or analytically, for sufficiently large numbers of nodes.
In a previous paper [11] , we had focused primarily on the properties of the graph underlying a neural network, and discussed how factors such as changes in density or other edge restructuring may affect the adjacency spectrum. In this paper, our attention is directed towards further relating adjacency properties to the system's temporal behavior, and understanding the subsequent changes they trigger in the coupled dynamics. More precisely, we are interested in varying the number of active inter-modular edges M xy and M yx (i.e., M xy is the number of 1 entries in A and M yx is the number of 1 entries in B, both ranging from zero to the theoretical maximum N 2 ), but also in changing the edge configuration for a fixed pair (M xy , M yx ) (which we will call the density type of the graph, for the remainder of this paper). We investigate the consequences that each of these two aspects has on the overall dynamics. To accomplish this, we study two different systems, one with discrete and one with continuous time dynamics, both constructed under the adjacency scheme described above, but with node dynamics defined in two different manners.
In our first case study, described in Section 2, we identify each node with a continuous-time nonlinear oscillator. From a vast collection of such models, we drew our inspiration from the simple and traditional FitzHugh-Nagumo system [16] . More precisely, we used a Wilson-Cowan type system, a variation conceived and used historically to model interaction of excitatory and inhibitory neural populations [21] . This two-dimensional system was shown to exhibit interesting dynamic behavior in the two-dimensional phase-space, with Hopf and fold bifurcations between stable equilibria and stable limit cycles (with the evolution including bistability windows). In our study, we work within the parameter ranges proposed in the original Wilson-Cowan paper [21] and in subsequent work in higher dimensions [2, 4] , thus placing the system in the vicinity of the interesting phase-plane phenomena. We study how the phase-plane dynamics and the parameterplane transitions change when perturbing the underlying coupling graph.
In our second example, described in Section 3, we define each node to act as a logistic function. The logistic family f µ (x) = µx(1 − x) is historically one of the first examples of a discrete map for which the bifurcation diagram (period doubling tree) and evolution of complexity (measured, for example, as Lyapunov exponent, or as topological entropy [8] ) were studied and well understood. From an applied perspective, unimodal maps on the interval have been widely used as models for neural responses, and coupled dynamics of ensembles of such maps have been previously studied, both in a deterministic low dimensional context [14, 15] , as well as in the stochastic of coupled map lattices context [10] . Here, according to our goal, we will expand along this line of study to investigate the effects of network architecture on the coupled dynamics of unimodal maps.
Coupled nonlinear oscillators
We consider the following two-dimensional system of nonlinear oscillators (whose architecture is illustrated in Figure 1 for N = 5:
with 1 ≤ k ≤ N . Each node is driven by external sources (P for the nodes x k in the module X, and Q for the nodes y k in the module Y ). In addition, each node receives input from all other nodes that are connected to it through incoming edges, with weights g, as described in the previous section and in Figure 1 . The effective input to each node is the sum of all such external and internal sources, modulated by the sigmoidal:
with parameters b = b x and θ = θ x when the target node is in module X, and b = b y and θ = θ y when the target node is in module Y . Throughout our analysis, we fix: b x = 1.3, b y = 2, θ x = 4, θ y = 3.7, g xx = 16/N , g yy = 3/N , P = 1.5, Q = 0. We allowed a ij , b ij ∈ {0, 1}, and 0 ≤ g xy , g yx ≤ 30. The form of the equations and the parameters are typical for Wilson-Cowan dynamics.
To continue, we will first consider a small network size (N = 2), and inspect the dynamic behavior of the system for every possible theoretical configuration of the adjacency matrix corresponding to a fixed pair of edge densities. In Section 2.1, we discuss the case (M xy , M yx ) = (3, 3), but a similar analysis can be carried for all density pairs. We study how small changes in the graph (such as adding/deleting an edge, or moving an edge by a sequence of add/delete operations) influence the system's dynamics, and try to understand in which scenario these dynamics are more sensitive to weight changes. Furthermore, we are interested in finding whether structural changes (edge shifting) may have comparable effects with varying the weights, and under which circumstances this is true. However, the question in which we are truly interested is what happens for higher network sizes N , because many natural systems are likely to be formed, even at a macroscopic level, of hundreds to thousands of node-units). Since the number of configurations increases extremely fast (combinatorially squared) with the size N , we considered in this context a probabilistic approach to be more appropriate. In Section 2.2, we define probabilistic bifurcations, quantifying the statistical likelihood of the system (over the distribution of all possible configurations corresponding to a fixed density type) to go through a phase transition (e.g., from unique stable equilibrium to oscillations towards a more complicated attractor) at a fixed combination of edge weights.
Through the following sections, we will use the notation D Mxy,Myx for the collection of all adjacency matrices with density type (M xy , M yx ).
Low dimensional dynamics (N = 2): bifurcation diagrams
The differential equations that describe the system's dynamics are, in expanded form:
Intuitively, we expect the dynamics to be influenced by the flow/dissipation of the information in the system, i.e., by the average length of the minimal path that connects each two nodes. Clearly, the density type (M xy , M yx ) does not completely determine the dynamics of the system in and off itself, and the network dynamics is only partly encoded in the adjacency spectrum. In fact, as we will see below, for a fixed density type (M xy , M yx ), two adjacency configurations with the same eigenspectrum can produce significantly different phase-space dynamics. Conversely, two configurations with different spectra may lead to identical dynamics. However, the adjacency structure strongly influences these dynamics. So we will begin by first investigating in more detail and trying to quantify this relationship, but later propose other options for measuring the properties of the graph, more descriptive of the system's dynamic complexity. For a phase-plane analysis of a nonlinear dynamical system, one typically starts by looking at its equilibria, or more generally, its invariant sets (e.g. cycles, invariant tori, etc). On the other hand, one can use top-down measures such as entropy, or Lyapunov exponents, for a more global assessment of the system's behavior/complexity. Since, due to the nonlinearity of the system, describing these objects precisely is quite challenging, here we use numerical algorithms to compute the entropy, as well as to approximate the attractors' position and shape, discuss their stability and study their change under perturbation of parameters. Throughout this study, we keep all other system parameters fixed, and only vary the between-module connection strengths g xy and g yx , and the system's underlying geometry (by allowing various configurations for the binary matrices ). This choice is motivated by our aim to understand in parallel the different effects on dynamics of the three distinct ways in which one can alter the connectivity between the two modules X and Y : (1) changing the edge density type (M xy , M yx ), (2) changing the node-node edge configuration (the positions of the 1 entries in the binary matrices A and B) and (3) changing the inter-modular edge weights (g xy and g yx ).
To understand the changes in dynamics when varying g xy and g yx , we first use bifurcation diagrams in the (g xy , g yx ) parameter plane. Then, we observe how these diagrams change when perturbing the underlying adjacency graph. To generate the bifurcation diagrams, we used the continuation algorithms provided by the Matcont package [7] , initialized in a region containing values of g xy and g yx corresponding to Hopf and saddle node bifurcations in the classic WilsonCowan system. We investigated the Hopf and limit point (saddle point) curves in our own coupled system, delimiting behaviors such as convergence to a unique stable equilibrium versus oscillations towards a stable limit cycle (including bistability).
To illustrate our ideas, let's look in more detail at the caseN = 2 with fixed densities (M xy , M yx ) = The presence of bifurcations clarifies that, when fixing the network, changing one of the weights g xy or g yx can push the system over a bifurcation curve, placing it in a different regime. This change may consist of switching between "rest" (convergence to a stable equilibrium) and "oscillations" (convergence to a limit cycle) when crossing a Hopf bifurcation, or of sharply switching attractors (when crossing a limit point curve).
It is interesting to notice that the changes triggered in these bifurcation diagrams by changes in configuration are rather localized to certain regions in the parameter plane -that is, the behavior of the system might be, between classes, very different or very similar at different points in the (g xy , g yx ) plane. This suggests that the system's sensitivity to the network geometry depends on the actual connection weights. There appears to be a critical (g xy , g yx ) locus were the system is most sensitive to geometry: deleting or shifting one edge can push the system from a stable equilibrium (in one panel) to oscillations (in a different panel); away from this region, there is a more topographic correspondence between parameter planes (i.e., the dynamic classes have qualitatively more consistent, or even identical behavior between panels).
More broadly, it is becoming clear that, even for small N , the system has many dynamic possibilities (depending on configuration), thus making undesirable an individual descriptive approach to each configuration-specific parameter space. A statistical approach seems more appropriate, bearing in mind that some dynamic classes may be more substantial than others, and eventually drive these statistics. We elaborate on these ideas in the following sections.
Finally, since the object of our investigation is the relationship between the adjacency configuration and the dynamic behavior of the system, a natural question to ask is whether dynamic classes may be predicted simply by looking at the adjacency spectrum. While in general, for high dimensions, a full classification can be quite hairy, for low dimensions it is easy to do. four) nontrivial classes of dynamics that appear in the case of this density class, represented by the corresponding bifurcation diagrams in the (g xy , g yx ) parameter plane. the Hopf curves are shown in blue, and the limit point curves in green. Codimension two bifurcations are marked with stars: cusp (green), Bautin (red) and Bogdanov-Takens (purple). B. P-bifurcation diagram. We plot the probability of the system to oscillate at the given parameter pair. Blue corresponds to probability P = 0, and red to P = ∞. Intermediate P values are represented by intermediate colors in the color map. C. Values of the approximate entropy (ApEn) over the same parameter range. ApEn was computed as described in the text.
For example, Table 1 in Appendix B shows each configuration in D 3,3 (for N = 2) together with its adjacency and dynamic class. It is trivial to compute that there are three distinct adjacency eigenspectra (via the obvious symmetries) that appear for configurations in D 3,3 . These adjacency classes contain respectively 8, 4 and 4 of the total of (2N ) 2 = 16 configurations. In counterpart, there are four distinct dynamics classes (as described before, three of which are illustrated in Figure 2a ). In order to track down the correspondence between the two, in Table 1 we designated both adjacency and dynamics classes, using letters for the first (A through D) and numbers for the latter (1 through 4). With this coding, the table shows that there are multiple configurations which have identical spectra, but generate different dynamic behaviors when used as architectures for our system (e.g., B 1 vs. B 2 vs. B 4 ). Conversely, different spectral classes may generate the same dynamics.
This suggests that, while the adjacency class, together with the density type, clearly have a contribution to dynamics, they cannot be directly used to predict these dynamics. In our current work, we are investigating whether other descriptions of the adjacency matrix are better choices to help predict the dynamics or the complexity of a network's evolution. Node degree distribution, connectivity coefficient, number of particular motifs may be finer network measures than edge density, or adjacency spectrum, and therefore ore efficient in classifying dynamic complexity.
P-bifurcations and entropy
In this section, we define probabilistic bifurcations, in the following sense: each point (g xy , g yx ) in the parameter plane may correspond, for each adjacency configuration in D Mxy,Myx , to one of two qualitatively different dynamic behaviors. In other words the point will be on one side versus the other of the bifurcation curve with a specific probability (over the whole configuration distribution). This defines the probabilistic version of the respective bifurcation over D Mxy,Myx ; we will call this a p-bifurcation. For example, in our context, one may consider Hopf p-bifurcations, as follows.
Definition 2.1. Fix the size N and the density type (M xy , M yx ). For each pair of edge weights (g xy , g yx ), we define P(g xy , g yx ) the probability that a system in D Mxy,Myx with weights (g xy , g yx ) converges to a stable limit cycle (oscillation) rather than to a stable equilibrium, when starting from rest. We say that the system has a Hopf p-bifurcation in the parameter plane (g xy , g yx ), if there is a region with 0 < P < 1 which separates a region with P = 0 from a region with P = 1. adjacency configurations (some of which identical, which will now be disregarded). Due to the tight modular intraconnectivity, the nodes within X and Y are qualitatively synchronized, in the sense that, at any moment t when the system is solved for zero initial conditions, either all nodes are quiet (stable equilibrium) or all nodes oscillate (locally stable cycle), P(g xy , g yx ) is the probability to have an oscillatory configuration, versus convergence to a stable fixed point.
In Figure 2b , we show the values of P over the same (g xy , g yx ) range used in Section 2.1 for calculate the bifurcatino diagram in Figure 2a , for N = 2 and D Mxy,Myx = (3, 3). Due to the similarities and differences between the Hopf bifurcation curves across configurations, the resulting Hopf p-bifurcation is a "smeared" version of the original diagrams. The profile of the p-bifurcation, as well as the degree of smearing (i.e., the width of the region with values transitioning between P = 0 and P = 1) clearly depends on the pair (M xy , M yx ). This is not surprising, since for larger |D Mxy,Myx |, there are more configurations, hence presumably more dynamic behaviors/classes. For example, for M xy = M yx = N 2 , there is only one possible configuration, and the Hopf p-bifurcation curve is equivalent to a regular Hopf curve. When |D Mxy,Myx | = 1, the transition from having a cycle with probability one (red, in our plots) to having an equilibrium with probability one (blue, in our plots) is smooth, so that there is a region where 0 < P < 1, which corresponds to the p-Hopf "smeared" curve.
In Figure 2b we show the Hopf p-diagram for N = 2 and class (3, 3), obtained from "overlapping" the regular Hopf bifurcations (three of which shown on the left), corresponding to each individual class. Since there are such few different behaviors, one can still distinguish the different cases in the p-Hopf plot (red area, versus light blue area), which is no longer the case for higher N (see Figure 3) .
For a different, and in many ways a more efficient measure of the overall complexity of the system, we calculated the entropy of the trajectories starting at rest. In Figure 2c , for comparison, we show estimated values of the system's entropy in the same parameter range. While there is a clear correspondence between the p-bifurcation and the entropy parameter planes, the entropy delivers a more suitable description of the system's behavior by a one-valued system invariant, and will be later used for more global comparisons.
Since the number of configurations in D Mxy,Myx increases with N extremely fast, when studying the same phenomena for larger values of N , it is more convenient to investigate the behavior distribution based on a sample probability. Also, in higher dimensions, it is likely that the system's attractors transcend simple limit cycles (for example, a paper by Borisyuk et al [2] found a similar coupled system to additionally exhibit symmetric, antisymmetric and nonsymmetric invariant tori), which are hard (and computationally rather expensive) to track down. Since our goal here is not to completely classify each system's behavior, but rather get an ensemble view of the fraction of the configuration which lead to a quite state versus oscillations, we will consider an "oscillation" the asymmptotic evolution of trajectories towards any set which is not a stable equilibrium (whether the system keeps repeating identical states along a cycle, evolving about an invariant torus, or is in a chaotic regime).
Statistically speaking, the approach is appropriate when comparing behaviors within one single D Mxy,Myx , where each pair (g xy , g yx ) has the same number of corresponding configurations . When comparing behaviors between different distributions D Mxy,Myx , we tried to be more careful, and verified the validity of our sample-based method by computing the standard deviations over the chosen samples, to insure that the results are not biased by using the same sample size. 
Remark 1.
To illustrate the Hopf p-bifurcation curve for D Mxy,Myx , we used solutions computed over a time interval of τ = 100, with integration step h = 0.05, and a simple algorithm to detect asymptotic oscillations. To estimate the entropy of the system, we solved the system with Euler step h = 0.1 and used solutions with length 100 points to apply an estimating algorithm previously suggested by Pincus [13] . While these estimates can be improved by considering a smaller time step, longer solutions, and optimal algorithm parameters -refining the estimates would result in increasing the computation time and resources.
Remark 2. The full-connectedness of the moduli maintains the moduli overall synchronized, so that, looking at the time evolution of one node, one can visualize with good approximation the temporal behavior of the whole module. This presents the advantage of behavior simple enough to be easily tractable. However, it is not a situation expected to occur biologically, and we use it rather as a starting point. In Appendix B, we illustrate the same concepts for a more realistic system, using approximate entropy to estimate the variability in the system's dynamics.
Coupled logistic maps
In this case, the evolution of the nodes x k in the module X and of the nodes y k in the modules Y is described at each time t ≥ 0 respectively by:
where f λ and f µ are maps in the logistic family f a (x) = ax(1 − x) with a > 0, allowed to have different parameters for the two modules. As before, each node is driven by the external sources P and Q and internal network input from all other nodes that are connected to it through incoming edges, with weights g. The effective input to each node is the sum of all such external and internal sources, integrated through the logistic function. Similarly with studying the phase space trajectories for the continuous time equations (1), here we study the discrete orbits of the system (4), for various connectivity densities and geometries. Based on the well-known fact that the combinatorial complexity of an iterated logistic map is determined by the orbit of its critical point x = 1/2 (its kneading data [5] ), we focus on inspecting in each case the behavior of the critical vectors x k (0) = 1/2, y k (0) = 1/2 under iterations. Since the nodes within each module are fairly well synchronized, we will use a representation of the orbits in the plane (x(t),ŷ(t)), wherex(t) is the average of all x k (t), andŷ(t) is the average of all y k (t) at step t.
In Figure 4 , we show a few example of the regimes of the system for a grid of density types, and how the transitions between these regimes are affected when the edge weights are also perturbed. In addition, in Figure 5 we can observe more directly the evolution of the system's attracting state when fixing all other parameters (including density type and configuration), and only changing the inter-modular edge weights g xy and g yx . It is visually clear that, as in the case of the continuous time system, strengthening connectivity by increasing edge density is typically not equivalent to that obtained by increasing the edge weights; moreover, as we have seen before, the dynamic sensitivity with respect to one depends on the other.
Indeed, looking at Figures 4a and 4b , one can easily see that the weights can change from (g xy , g yx ) = (1/4, −1/4) to (g xy , g yx ) = (1/2, −1/4) without major consequences to the system, unless both densities M xy and M yx are very high -in which case, understandably, the small perturbation in g xy can push the system from convergence to a fixed point into and oscillatory regime (e.g., equivalent to irrational rotation around the circle). Conversely, larger weights may facilitate transitions between regimes when perturbing the density type at lower densities (which is why panel D, corresponding to (g xy , g yx ) = (1/2, −1/2), has richer transitions than the other panels, with lower g xy and g yx in modulus).
One may interpret the quintessence of these two figures in a direction we have suggested before: that the effects on dynamics obtainable by local network rewiring (e.g., locally modifying the adjacency matrix by adding and deleting edges) can be qualitatively equally, or even more significant than effects that require a global modulation (e.g., overall change in weights). This conjecture, if true, would have significant implications to studying the dynamics of networks under perturbations, and could be of great importance in particular to our understanding of brain networks during learning and cognitive processes. In the meantime, it requires a theoretical proof, which is in the course of being carried out in our current work.
Since the panels in Figures 4 and 5 each illustrate the behavior of only one random configuration, the natural questions to ask are: (1) how this behavior changes when varying the configuration, and (2) how the configuration-triggered effects compare to those produced in response to varying the other types of parameters (e.g. density type, weights -which induce the type of changes already discussed above). As noticed in Section 2.2, each density type generates a large number of distinct configurations. The dynamics of the discrete system defined by coupled logistic maps may experience a whole collection of dynamic modes (some qualitatively distinct, some equivalent) over the whole distribution of possible configurations. While configuration-triggered crashes in dynamic are not excluded (and are in fact more likely in intermediate density type regimes), the dynamics seem, however, much more robust to perturbations in configuration than to those involving a change in density type ( Figure 6 shows examples of very similar dynamics for a few configurations chosen at random from a fixed density type). This robustness, previously noticed in [17] and confirmed in Section 2.1 for the continuous case, may be partly explained by the robustness of the adjacency spectrum when exploring all configurations of fixed density type [18] . However, in Section 2.2, we have shown (for the continuous case) that adjacency spectrum classes are not in bijection with dynamics classes. Part of our current work is aimed towards understanding the theoretical bases of this robustness. Finally, let's mention that a comprehensive study of parameter dependence for such a system would be almost intractable (as it would be for any system attempting to model real world, complex phenomena affected by a wide collection of factors/parameters). Let us notice, for example, that perturbing the individual node dynamics (in this case, the logistic function) has its own -distinct -effect on the temporal evolution of the coupled system (see Figure 7 for a few examples). The best one can do is to analyze the sensitivity of the system with respect to one or two parameters at the time, construct codimension one and two bifurcation and p-bifurcation diagrams, compute entropy or other complexity invariants -and eventually use this information to quantify and directly compare the effects of each factor on the system's behavior.
Discussion

Strengthening versus restructuring
In our paper, we focused on understanding a few aspects of how dynamic behavior and complexity of a network depends on its underlying adjacency matrix. To do this, we used an underlying graph with simple bimodular architecture, with each of the interconnected modules fully connected. We discovered that different temporal effects are to be expected when perturbing different aspects of the network connectivity. We compared the effects of globally increasing the weights between the two interconnected modules versus increasing the number of edges between the modules. While both actions lead to "increasing connectivity between X and Y , they produced qualitatively different effects on dynamics.
We noticed that, while certain regimes are robust to perturbations (neither changes in weights, nor changes in adjacency can produce qualitative effects on dynamics), other parameter regions tend to be very sensitive to such changes. Furthermore, when in sensitive regimes, small local perturbations to the network may have dramatic effects on the system's dynamics, more substantial than those obtained by a global change in the system's weights. In the context of optimal dynamic in a functional network, this may be seen as a vulnerability (simple addition of a few edges may drastically affect the function), but also as an adaptability feature (the system can more easily obtain the optimal flexibility which triggers efficient responses to the outside world).
Perhaps the most important question here is how the three hardware components (edge density, position and strength) act differently on the temporal behavior of the system, and how they work together to tune the network's dynamic complexity. This question is extremely important in the context of understanding a variety of real world networks.
For example, one could think of what type of adjustments should be optimally performed by the system in order to shift its dynamics from a quiet to an oscillatory regime (or from low to high entropy). If the state of the network is, to begin with, close to a p-bifurcation curve in the (g xy , g yx ) parameter plane (i.e., in a region in which the entropy is sensitive to weight changes), the system might chose to make the "phase transition" via a small change in some of the weights. Otherwise, if operating away from such regions, only a large, global change in the overall values of the weights can significantly increase the probability of the system to switch regimes. On the other hand, a small change in the graph structure could produce instead the desired dynamic change, pushing the system over into a more complex, or more stiff range of functioning. Consider for instance the situation in Figure 3a -center, M xy = 14 and M yx = 12) -where the system simply converges to a stable equilibrium with probability one over a quite large neighborhood of g xy = 5 and g yx = 100. However, even without changing the weights (i.e., keeping g xy = 5 and g yx = 100 fixed), one can transition into an oscillatory state by a rather small modification in density (to M xy = 14 and M yx = 9, for example, as shown in Figure 8c ). 
Applications to learning and the brain connectome
As discussed in a previous paper [18] , these choices and optimizations are extremely important for networked systems like the brain, in order to maintain their adequate function of performing complex simultaneous tasks. There are many different models describing the synaptic restructuring that occurs in a network of neurons during processes like learning, or memory formation, most likely involving a combination of weight changes of existing synapses, and creating/deleting connections. In terms of our model, this means that not only the edge weights, but also the edge distribution is likely to exhibit both short and long-term changes during learning. Knowledge of the geometry of the network is therefore very important when determining which connectivity schemes are plausible to use for models of learning.
A lot of effort has been invested recently towards developing and using graph-theoretical network measures in conjunction with statistical methods, in order to identify the effects of abnormal connectivity patterns (measured as structural connectivity, for anatomical links; functional connectivity, for undirected statistical dependencies; and effective connectivity, for directed causal relationships among distributed responses [12] ) on the efficiency of brain function. By applying graph theoretical measures of segregation (e.g., clustering coefficient, motifs, modularity, rich clubs), integration (e.g., distance, path length, efficiency) and influence (e.g., node degree, centrality) these studies have been investigating the sensitivity of systems to removing/adding nodes or edges at different locations in the underlying network.
Working with empirical data, such measures have been used to understand behavioral impairments in subjects with compromised connectivity due to existing lesions [6] , or group differences between healthy controls and patients with mental illnesses associated with deficient feedback circuitry. In our previous work with fMRI data [17] , we ourselves used a simple graph-theoretical model as a formal framework to study how network density can affect the complexity of signal outputs, measured by the log-log slope of their power spectra (power spectrum scale invariance, PSSI). Indeed, for sufficiently large networks, the log-log spectra were close to linear within certain frequency bands, and the PSSI slopes were found to vary as a function of both input type (excitatory, inhibitory) and input density (mean number of long-range connections), with comparatively insignificant dependence on the node-specific geometric distribution.
Without attempting to understand the source of either dependence on density or robustness to specific configuration, we focused on the possible interpretations and applications. We suggested a testable framework for interpreting the empirical data in conjunction with the model, to deliver a connectivity-based hypothesis for the difference in functional regimes corresponding to different levels of anxiety. Individuals with average emotional reactivity had experimental PSSI values in the pink noise range for amygdala and prefrontal regions, corresponding to well-regulated control systems, with well balanced excitatory and inhibitory projections. Individuals at the anxious end of the spectrum, showed experimentally white noise primarily for the amygdala, and were predicted by our model to have relatively weaker inhibitory inputs from the prefrontal cortex (producing weaker feedback). Individuals at the stress resilient end of the spectrum, showed white noise primarily for the prefrontal cortex, and were predicted by our model to have relatively stronger excitatory inputs from the amygdala (producing stronger feedback). This last simulation result may seem surprising, but in fact produces a reasonable hypothesis: enhanced projections from the amygdala to prefrontal cortex effectively lower the threshold for inhibitory feedback, thereby suppressing all but the strongest stimuli. Broadly speaking, we saw as very promising the fact that such a simple and general setup may yet inform successfully our human imaging results in a circuit as important as the one regulating human emotion. That is because its simplicity allows us to study and understand (analytically or numerically) the sources that drive different aspects of the system's behavior (thus producing the different regimes of function); its generality opens such the model (with minor modifications) to possible applications other than emotion regulation.
The results in this paper (which used an identical network structure in its analysis) explain some of the more important (and sometimes counterintuitive) features observed computationally in Rǎdulescu et al [17] . Among these are the robustness of the coupled dynamics to certain changes in the network architecture and its vulnerability to others, as well as the differences between updating connection strengths versus perturbing connection density or geometry.
In developing future iterations of this model, it will also be important to explore how the learning process itself shapes the connectivity scheme, with possible emerging structures in which modularity is purposefully broken into hub-like subnetworks [19] . Understanding the source and limits of a network's robustness and vulnerability to perturbations may be an instrument that could help us investigate in the future many aspects of brain circuitry: from determining which architectures favor convergence under particular learning algorithms, and which not, to classifying cognitive deficits and psychiatric illnesses.
Appendix B: coupled Wilson-Cowan systems
We construct a more realistic scenario, where inhibition is implemented through a separate collection of nodes. This may be an appropriate representation of a brain network in which inhibition is performed via a hidden layer of neurons, different than the target cells that ultimately need to be inhibited. For example, the prefrontal cortex (PFC) projects excitatory fibers on the inter-neurons in ITC (an amygdala nucleus), which in turn inhibit the cells in the basal amygdala, the functional area considered to be responsible for emotion regulation. Hence the overall effect of the PFC on arousal reactions controlled by the amygdala is producing "fear extinction" (closing the negative feedback loop that regulates arousal).
To represent this situation, we consider the following model (see also Figure 9 ): 
The dynamics of this system is much more complex than of the model presented in the text, with the network spending most of its time in complex oscillatory regimes (even in the absence of a perpetual external stimulus), in which the nodes are no longer synchronized within each module. While a simple p-bifurcation diagram might no longer be in this case a description of dynamics than does justice to the system's complexity -estimating of the entropy remains, however, a good measure for studying this complexity, and its evolution under perturbations of the network.
In order to study the response of the network to different intensities of environmental input when infused with various levels of noise, we applied and external forcing term to the nodes in X, of the form I = S+σ (where S is the constant signal and σ is a white noise term of amplitude A). Figure 10 shows how, for S = 1.5, and A = 0.1, different oscillatory regimes (singular "spikes" versus periodic "bursts") can be achieved by changing the density type (M xy , M yx ), all other parameters remaining fixed. Figure 8 for the original system in the text, the evolution of the average entropy across the parameter plane (M xy , M yx ). The surface for the corresponding standard deviations is shown in Figure 11b , suggesting, as expected, a transitional region representing systems with a variety from low to high entropy levels, in which preference for one particular configuration versus another may efficiently change the dynamic regime. Finally, Figure 12 shows the evolution of the system's entropy along two network "paths" from one initial state (of relatively low entropy) to a final state (with high entropy). More precisely, we considered an initial state in which only one unit in module X is cross-connected to all units in module Y (i.e., the block matrix A has ones on the first row, and the block matrix B has ones on the first column), and a final state in which the units are connected bijectively (both A and B are the identity). We constructed two paths in the adjacency graph from the initial to the final states, by defining each step to be a 0/1 flip (a one swaps with a zero at a neighboring position in the adjacency matrix, corresponding to an edge deletion and then addition in a proximal position). We want to suggest that there are many ways in which a system can evolve from low to high entropy through a sequence of slight edge perturbations (without the network even changing density type). We suspect that this is possible even if we additionally require the paths to be of monotonely increasing entropy. The states along these paths can be seen as states that the system will have to take provided is chose an evolution along the respective path. Figure 12 : Evolution of the system's approximate entropy from h 0 = 0.0581 to h 1 = 0.0701 along two distinct paths through the adjacency graph.
